“ELEVATING YOUR STANDARD OF LIVING”

About Us
Established in the year 1995, STAR ELEVATORS is
counted amongst the leading manufacturer and
supplier of Elevators.
Designed in line with industry standards, our
elevators are appreciated for high efficiency, long
service life, trouble free performance and low
maintenance.
Our range finds application in various commercial,
residential & industrial sectors, and can be
customized as per the client's specifications.

THE MISSION

“

To design, manufacture, deliver and
install the best quality elevators furnished
with the latest technologies and
aesthetics with relevance to the
cutsomization required by our clients to
suit their needs.

”

Having been in the industry for more than
20yrs, we have gained an esteemed clientele
that we are proud of.

Apart from Corporate sectors, we also have many
housing societies, commercial premises and private
homes under our clientele.

Mr.Anil Nair – Bungalow
CEO, NDTT

Minawala Jewellers, Bandra

Novartis, Bhiwandi

Navnit motors, Worli
(Rolls Royce Showroom)

Vijay Electronics, Santacruz

PRODUCTS
The combination of high quality and dedicated work force results in the installation of the
best lifts which will guarantee customer satisfaction and long running life.



Passenger Lift



Goods/Freight Lifts



Home/ Bungalow/Duplex Flat Lifts



Dumbwaiters/Kitchen Lifts



Hospital/Stretcher Lifts



Car Lifts



Scissor Lifts



Hydraulic Lifts

Passenger Lift


Gone are the days when Passenger elevators were
confined to high rise buildings. Nowadays every society
building, malls and offices have opted for passenger lifts
for the beneficiary factor of comfort or the necessary
factor of old age, the latter being prominent.



We offer a wide range of passenger elevators, which is
fabricated using high-quality raw material. Being highly
durable and technically sound with long service life, our
range finds application in various sectors such as offices,
shopping malls, housing societies, restaurants and hotels.



A machine Room is required for this type of elevator.

MACHINE ROOM LESS LIFT (MRL LIFT)


Don’t want a machine room or no provisions for
machine room?? We got the best solution for you.

MACHINE ROOM LESS LIFT/ ELEVATOR: (MRL LIFT)


We manufacture Machine Room Less Lifts or MRL Lifts.
With the latest technologies, it is now possible to install a
passenger lift without a Machine room.



The product being highly durable and safe in operation is
opted by residential buildings, bungalows, malls and offices
wherein there is no need for a machine room or it avoids the
cost to build one.



Extremely safe and with the latest technologies
incorporated, it is a desired product which ensures long run
and less maintenance.

HOME LIFTS/ BUNGALOW LIFTS/ DUPLEX FLAT LIFTS


Home Lifts are becoming more and more popular nowadays.



It is the ideal solution for elderly and impaired mobility
persons which can finally move autonomously and free from
stairs. Our clients can avail these lifts with various safety
features as well as automatic controls.



These products are widely appreciated for their long lasting
nature and available for villas, bungalows and duplex flats.



Our Lifts are designed with precision and we provide variety
of stylish finishes and safe cum supreme mechanism
(imported powerpacks) to ensure smooth operation and high
efficiency.

GOODS LIFT


In order to be used for various scale lifting and
material handling requirements, we provide our
clients with an exclusive range of goods cage lift.



These precision made lifts are guided by a hoist and
various push buttons with limit switches that are
properly interlocked.



Fitted with or without shutters, these heavy duty
goods lift / cage lifts caters to the needs of diverse
industries.

GOODS CUM PASSENGER LIFT


we have a huge gamut of precision engineered lifts
that can easily fulfil movement requirement of multi
storied buildings.



These goods cum passenger elevators have high
capacity that can accommodate large number of
people/Goods without affecting its operation.

DUMBWAITERS/ KITCHEN LIFTS


For businesses/residential purposes our
dumb waiters save time hauling packages
& Items between multiple stories.



For multi-story restaurants our
Restaurant/Kitchen lifts save time
transporting food from kitchen to dining
area.



Our unique electric dumb waiter design
reduces approximately 80% of labour
and adds value to your residence. It
increases productivity and decreases the
strain on your workforce.



We provide a complete line of standard
and custom residential and industrial
dumb waiters for home or industry to
suit your needs.

HYDRAULIC LIFTS


A hydraulic Lift is suitable for buildings
which have a travel height of upto 20 meters
or below.

Hydraulic Piston and mast


The mechanism is simple and the
maintenance is low and the operation is
smooth. The ideal elevator for small rise
industrial buildings/ Showrooms, offices
and Go-downs.



The desirable feature of this lift is that it
consumes power only when lifting you up
and zero power when coming down. And, it
doesn’t require a machine room!! How
awesome is that!! Only a small space is
used for accommodating the power-pack
and control panel.



We are happy to inform you that we
manufacture and install hydraulic lifts which
can offer you long service life and trouble
free maintenance.

A small space to
accommodate
control panel and
power pack

TYPES OF HYDRAULIC LIFT


Hydraulic Passenger Lift : A
regular passenger lift with a
hydraulic mechanism used for
lifting. Strictly for passengers.



Hydraulic Twin Mast : A hydraulic
Lift with two positioned pistons
for lifting facilitates larger
capacity up to 5 Ton which can
be used for Goods/Freight
Lifting.



Hydraulic Scissor Lift: A
hydraulic Scissor lift has a
hydraulic lifting mechanism
which resembles that of a scissor
operation. It is often referred to
as a platform lift.

HOSPITAL LIFTS/ STRETCHER LIFTS


Mainly used for carrying patients in
hospitals, our range is spacious enough to
accommodate various stretchers and
patients in wheelchair.



Backed up with emergency safety control
features and available in various sizes and
dimensions, these can be customized as
per the client's specifications.



We manufacture hospital lifts/ stretcher
lifts ensuring safety under the able
guidance of our experienced professionals.



Widely acclaimed for optimum
performance and long service life. We are
just a call away for emergency breakdowns

CAR LIFT/ PARKING LIFT


Car / Vehicle Lift is extensively used
for the easy movement of cars and
vehicles across the floors of
buildings, malls, hotels, hospitals and
showrooms.



Car Lifts are a significant part of highrise car parking.



Mainly used for parking noncommercial vehicles, our range finds
application in private garages,
apartments, complexes, car show
rooms and service stations.

SERVICES


NEW LIFTS : Require a new lift? Look No further. We are leading manufacturer and
suppliers of commercial as well as residential elevators. We deliver you the best
product and guarantee you satisfaction after all a word of mouth works wonders for
us.



MODERNIZATION OF LIFTS : Even Lifts get out-dated and need an update to keep up
with the modern trends. If you already own a Lift and want an upgrade,
Modernization is the best alternative* instead of going for a new Lift which will be
economical as well as rewarding.
We provide a variety of options for modernizing your old lifts. Be it the incorporation
of latest control technologies or the appearance of the Lift. We assure you total
satisfaction and the best lift experience.

*Modernization Jobs will be recommended based on our engineer’s visit & preinspection of lifts at site.


ANNUAL MAINTENANCE CONTRACT(AMC): We enter into AMCs which will ensure
periodical servicing and maintenance of lifts to keep the lift in safe working order. We
enter AMCs under the following:**
1. Preventive Maintenance
2. Semi Comprehensive
3. Comprehensive



OUR PHILOSOPHY: Elevators should be built for you and your needs.
Your touch is what adds life to the elevator and we give our best effort
to customize our product according to your needs and deliver you
smiles through dedication and quality.



OUR WORKFORCE : Comprises of skilled and experienced
professionals, who work with dedication to achieve customer
satisfaction by ensuring that all products are of highest quality and
perfect in operation. Further, we also offer facility of customization to
our clients, which allows us to manufacture products as per
specifications provided by them.



VARIETY OF PRODUCTS : We offer several products and through our
product we have developed a clientele of which we are very proud. We
offer hydraulic, traction, machine room less, scissor and many more
lifts to cater to your needs. You ask and we deliver.!!

“No matter how you are feeling
or what the situation is,
Get dressed & Present yourself.”
- B V Rao
Proprietor
STAR ELEVATORS

Star Elevators – After Sales Service


Our Products are warrantied for 12 months from the date of
commissioning.



Any replacement* due to breakdown during the warranty period
will be under our scope and cost.



We have emergency call back service for 24 hrs. (Night services
only if passenger is trapped or in case of any accident)



Routine service is done every month by qualified & experienced
technical maintenance staff.



We maintain computerized breakdown record of every elevator in
case of frequent breakdown calls and do regular follow ups to
ensure safe operation of your lift.



After the warranty period, we shall enter into AMC for periodic
maintenance to keep the lift working in safe order.

•

*Minor replacements will be attended. Any major replacement will be quoted

Looking forward to
being associated with
you.. !!

